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Abstract To obtain the ultimate high-level description of urban scenes, we propose a three-stage approach
to recognizing the 3D reconstructed scene with efficient representations. First, we develop a joint semantic
labeling method to obtain a semantic labeling of the triangular mesh-based representation by exploiting both
image features and geometric features. The labeling is formulated over a conditional random field (CRF) that
incorporates local spacial smoothness and multi-view consistency. Then, based on the labeled reconstructed
meshes, we refine the man-made object segmentation in the recomposed global orthographic map with a graph
partition algorithm, and propagate the coherent segmentation to the entire 3D meshes. Finally, we propose
to generate a compact, abstracted geometric representation for each man-made object which is more visually
appealing than the original cluttered models. This abstraction algorithm also leverages CRF formation to partition building footprints into minimal sets of structural linear features which are then used to construct profiles
for large-scale scenes. The proposed recognition approach is able to robustly handle reconstructions with poor
geometry and connectivity, thanks to the higher order CRF formulations which impose the ubiquitous regularity
priors in urban scenes. Each stage performs an individual and uncoupling task. The intensive experiments have
demonstrated the superior performance of our approach in robustness, accuracy and applicability.
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1

Introduction

Large-scale 3D city reconstructions from aerial images received an increasing interest in recent years
because of the promotion of 3D map applications. While 3D reconstructed models are purely geometric
and photometric representations which cannot be exploited directly, extended work for understanding
3D urban scenes with efficient representation is strongly desired. First, instance level recognition and
segmentation for 3D reconstruction is required for higher level analysis such as city planning, emergency
modeling and disaster simulation. Second, simplified and abstract geometry of the models is better suited
for analysis and also for scaling up to large scenes. Therefore, we focus on recognizing and abstracting
3D reconstructions at the instance level in this paper.
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A lot of methods [1–3] recognize urban instances by taking advantage of the precise and accurate depth
information of scanned data. Image-based methods pose inherent difficulties for automatic 3D modeling
due to known limitations of stereo algorithms in recovering 3D structures from multiple views. Due to the
relatively imperfect geometry of the reconstructions, recognizing instances in 3D reconstruction is much
more challenging. 1) Geometry of reconstructed models is not accurate, that is, it contains excessive
noise and incompleteness. Local geometric clues alone are not sufficient enough to provide satisfactory
segmentation result. 2) Objects are tightly coupled on complex large-scale scenes, namely, the boundaries
between instances are not obvious because of geometric noise. 3) High level clues, such as urban priors,
relational or contextual information, and global regularities, are difficult to discover due to a huge amount
of clutter and the great diversity in architectural styles.
Because of the above mentioned challenges, most previous segmentation methods applied to reconstructed models [4–6] are either manual or semi-automatic, which are time-consuming for city-scale data.
In this paper, we exploit the intrinsic multi-view consistency in the recognition and segmentation framework to robustly handle defect laden data. At the first stage, we propose a joint semantic segmentation
algorithm that simultaneously segment input images and reconstructed mesh into semantic categories.
The joint method not only combines photometric and geometric features in 2D and 3D data, but also
imposes the multi-view label consistency by encoding this constraint in a CRF (conditional random field)
formulation. After the scenes are segmented with categories, we then further target at instance level
segmentation, namely, dividing the original scenes into individual instances. We embrace the observation
that man-made instances are with regular contours and homogeneous heights. Thus, we can separate
individual instances by taking advantage of the orthographic map. A normalized-cut based formulation
is introduced to integrate the coupling between inter-objects and the cohesion in intra-object, which
partition the scenes into instances with balance.
While extracted building models can be very complicated and contain a high level of noise, their
footprints are often identifiable and characterized by a small set of defining line segments. Compact,
abstracted shape description based on such line segments are often visually more appealing, and computationally efficient in rendering and storing. At the final stage, we propose a novel algorithm to simplify
the man-made objects with efficient representation by abstracting the instance footprints using small sets
of characteristic line segments. To overcome the high level geometrical and topological noise in the 3D
reconstructed urban surfaces, we formulate the abstraction as a higher-order Conditional Random Field
(CRF) labeling problem, which encodes contextual regularities to disambiguate the local noise.
In summary, this paper present a novel three-stage approach for urban recognition and segmentation.
The contributions are three folds:
• A robust joint semantic segmentation algorithm that simultaneously segment input images and
reconstructed mesh while multi-view label consistency is enforced.
• An efficient approach of segmenting building from the orthographic map and then are propagated
to 3D mesh appropriately.
• A new higher-order CRF formulation for approximating building footprint with regularized line
segments.

2

Related work

Urban scene segmentation. For 3D urban segmentation, many methods first extract the terrain
models to facilitate the following object segmentation. Early work [7] proposed an progressive method
of terrain modeling. It removes non-terrain data at each iteration by measuring the residual to the
current terrain surface larger than a threshold and then re-estimates the remaining data. This method
use the whole data in the initialization, and thus may not perform accurately on densely built urban
regions. Some other methods utilize the morphological opening operators which are inspired by the
image processing techniques to create a digital terrain model (DTM) which is a subtraction from the
input data and extrusions. These operators may fail in the data with non-planar terrain surfaces [7].
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The authors in [3] classify the ground and non-ground points from the orthographic projection on the
ground plane (XY -plane) by removing 3D measurements that cannot be part of the ground. Verma et
al. [8] segment the ground and buildings by merging consistent neighboring local plannar patches using
bottom-up region growing, and then extract the largest region as the ground. Zhang et al. [9] segment
both images and scanned point cloud in large-scale street environment.
Generic representations are theoretically able to reconstruct any shaped building through connected
planar facets, but they demand high resolution data and often require high computing time. Parametric
representations are known to be robust with respect to data quality and can scale up to large scenes, but
the reconstructions are limited because of the simplistic representations. For example, most parametric
representations solely consider symmetric two-plane roofs. The authors in [10] propose the parametric roof
superstructure representation using a Minimum Description Length energy minimization. The work [11]
delineates roof planes by grouping local planes into larger ones from seed locations using co-planarity
constraints. Planes smaller than a threshold are labeled as clutter. Ref. [12] develops an image-based
building detection system that outlines buildings in images using a rectilinear approximation. The orientation of each rectilinear fit was determined by finding the maximum in a histogram of tangent directions
of contour points. This method is noise-sensitive to the error of the locations of contour points. The
authors in [13] introduce a structural approach to extract building models from a single Digital Surface
Model (DSM) using a library of predefined 3D parametric blocks. The boundaries of buildings are extracted interactively or automatically in simple cases. Then, a Bayesian decision proposes the optimal
configuration using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampler. The process, however, is computationally
expensive and very hard to adapt to large-scale scenes since it requires about 3 hours of human labor
and 35 minutes of computing to reconstruct about 800 objects.
Man-made object representation. Authors of [14] leverage linear features to build a scaffold-like
structure for building model regularization and abstraction. The method in [15] aims to partition multiview stereo reconstructed surfaces into structural segments which correspond to structural components
describable by surface primitives of up to the second order. These methods handle individual building
objects well by utilizing linear or second-order features, but cannot scale up because of high computational
complexity. Symmetry or repetitive patterns in geometry have also been exploited in a few studies to
refine or extract geometric primitives. Zhou et al. [16] present a 2.5D building modeling approach by
discovering and further imposing symmetries in orientation. Then the placement of planar elements of
the building structures iteratively. In each iteration, planes are fitted and aligned to the points, height
and placement of the planes are in return aligned, and finally the model is generated.

3

CRF formulations for urban scene recognition

Starting from a mesh-based representation of the reconstructed model and their input images with the
calibrated camera poses, our goal is to recognize urban object of semantic meanings instead of the original
purely geometric and photometric information. Therefore, the first step of our task is to segment the
urban scenes into semantic categories, which contains the most common ones, such as roads, roofs,
facades, vegetation and water. Fortunately, the recovered multi-view geometric provides our task with
strong constraints for the labeling consistency across multiple images. We construct a graph over a
conditional random field to incorporate both the data information and the interactions between them.
Details are presented in Subsection 3.2. For the further refinement of the segmentation at the objet level,
we fully utilize the information at the orthographic view and exploit a graph partition method based on
the normalize-cut algorithm [17], which are described in Subsection 3.3.
Reconstructed meshes inherently contain geometrical and topological noises which affect the reliability
of local geometric properties. An urban assumption that man-made objects of urban scenes are usually
regular by design is utilized to disambiguate those noisy local properties. Our key observation here is
that the repetition of structural patterns is a distinctive urban regularity. The final object abstraction
stage that generates compact representation for buildings is introduced in Subsection 3.4.
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CRF for labeling problems

We first review the conditional random field model for object class segmentation problem. Each random
variable yi ∈ y is associated with a unit (pixel in an image) xi ∈ V and takes a value from the label set
L = {l1 , l2 , . . . , lk }. Here V is defined as any arbitrary neighborhood system N . Any possible assignment
of labels to the random variables is called a labeling or configuration. It is denoted by the vector y, and
takes values from the set L = Ln . The maximum a posterior (MAP) labeling y ∗ of the random filed is
defined as
y ∗ = arg max p(y|D).

(1)

y∈L

The conditional distribution p (y|D) over the labelling of the CRF is a Gibbs distribution.
The pair-wise model. The energy function characterizing the CRF used for image segmentation can
be written as a sum of likelihood (φ(D|yi )) and prior (ψ(yi , yj )) terms as
Ψ1 (y) =

X

(φ(D|yi ) +

i∈V

X

ψ(yi , yj )).

(2)

j∈Ni

The term φ (D|yi ) in the CRF energy is the data log likelihood which imposes individual penalties for
assigning any label k ∈ L to pixel xi with a feature vector fi .
φ(D|yi ) = − log p(fi |yi = k).

(3)

The prior ψ(yi , yj ) terms takes the form of a Generalized Potts model.
ψ (yi , yj ) =

(

Kij if yi 6= yj
0 if yi = yj

)

.

(4)

The higher order model. While pair-wise CRF formulation suffers from ambiguities of local clues,
it is extended with the incorporation of higher order potentials by [18]. The formulation impose the pixels
lying within the same segment to take the same label:
X
X
X
Ψ1 (y) =
(φ(D|yi ) +
ψ(yi , yj ) +
ϕhc (yc )),
(5)
xi ∈V

xj ∈Ni

c∈C

where C denotes a set of cliques, ϕhc higher order potential over the cliques.
3.2

Joint semantic segmentation

We achieve the semantic labeling by modeling a CRF over the 3D mesh and 2D images jointly. First, the
mesh M containing a set of faces {Fi } is over-segmented using the method proposed in [19], and images
are segmented by [20]. We construct a graph G = {V3d + V2d , E3d + E2d + Ep }, where V3d and V2d denote
3D and 2D units obtained by the over-segmentation, E3d and E2d 2D and 3D spatial neighbor system,
and Ep projection correspondences. A sample graph is illustrated in Figure 1(c). The labeling target is
to associate each 2D or 3D segment with a label ∈ L = {road, vetagation, roof, f acade, water}.
We use the associative hierarchical CRF [21] to formulate the joint segmentation problem of the
reconstructed mesh and images.
X
X
φ′ (Yi )
φi (yi ) +
E(y, Y ) =
xi ∈V2d

+

X

Xi ∈V3d

ϕij (yi , yj ) +

+

(xi ,Xj )∈EP

ϕ′ij (Yi , Yj )

(Xi ,Xj )∈E3d

(xi ,xj )∈E2d

X

X

Φij (yi , Yj ),

(6)
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 1 (Color online) Joint semantic segmentation. (a) Input images with calibrated camera poses and reconstructed
mesh; (b) over-segmentation of the reconstructed mesh and two sample images; (c) the joint graph of which the nodes
contain 2D and 3D patches and the edges contain spacial neighbor systems and 2D-3D projection correspondences; (d) joint
semantic segmentation.

where yi denotes the label of a 2D segment xi , Yi the label of a 3D segment Xi , φi (yi ) and φ′( Yi ) the data
terms that encode the estimated confidence in the labeling, ϕij (yi , yj ) and ϕ′ij (Yi , Yj ) the smoothness
terms encouraging spatial smoothness in 2D and 3D spaces respectively, and Φij (yi , Yj ) the correspondence term imposing label consistence between 2D and 3D. The terms are defined as follows.
The data term φ′i (yi ) is a unary potential term to encode the probability of a node taking a certain
label estimated by a random forest classifier R2D with the patch level appearance features (Texton and
SIFT in the implementation). R3D is trained with the 3D patch-based features described in [12] of the
3D mesh. The smooth term ϕ′ij (yi , yj ) and ϕ′ij (Yi , Yj ) are similar in form to the smooth term in [22].
The correspondence term Φ′ij (yj , Yi ) is used to encode label consistency between the 3D segment and
2D segment, which is defined as
φ′ij (Yi , xj ) =

(

(1 − 2PYi )/0.1wi ,

Yi 6= yi ,

0,

Yi = yi ,

(7)

where the estimated probability PYi is obtained by testing the sample with the trained Random Forest
i
classifiers for the category Li , wi = Area
Area the weight encoding the intersection area ratio of the 2D and
3D segments over union area in the projected 2D space. We solve the optimization problem with the
α-expansion algorithm [23].
3.3

Building segmentation

From the joint semantic segmentation, reconstructed models are segmented into specific categories. However, applications such as city planning, emergency modeling and disaster analysis require a higher level
of detail of recognition and segmentation. Individual object recognition and segmentation is of great importance in urban scene understanding and remodeling. Thus, we further extend our work of recognizing
and segmenting urban scenes at the object level. In the 2D orthographic view, building objects present
regular footprints and high contrast to surrounding areas in the depth field. We embrace this observation
and segment individual building objects in the orthographic view, and finally fuse the segmentation in
orthographic view to 3D models with a geometry-constrained flooding algorithm.
To extract individual 3D building instance, we first consolidate the building instance segmentation in
the orthographic projection, and then fuse it to the input 3D model.
Orthographic map partition. Since our input models are reconstructed from aerial images which
may have limited qualities of low altitude objects, often, low buildings are not separated. Additionally,
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(e)

(f)

Figure 2 (Color online) Building instance segmentation. (a), (b) and (c) show the height map, over-segmented roofs and
final segmented roofs in the orthographic map. We find that the proposed method can generate the object-level segmentation
while local clustering methods cannot incorporate various granularities of segmentation in the same output. (d), (e) and
(f) illustrate the flooding algorithm to propagate 2D segmentation to 3D.

high buildings could be of complex roof structures and could be divided into smaller sections. Our goal
is to split under-segmented objects and merge over-segmented ones.
Since we have already got the over-segmentation in which each patch is a geometrically homogeneous
primitive, we take a patch as the unit. Defining the objectiveness of complex scenes is difficult and is
often over-fitting. We simply take object height into consideration because it is one of the most essential
features used to distinguish one individual building object from others. We take the digital elevation
model (DEM), also known as height map, and the 3D model, as the input. We first over-segment the
DEM to ensure each segment is a subset of targeting roof segments. Then, we introduce a term based on
the distance between segments and their heights to measure the likelihood of two segments that belong
to the same building object. This is to deal with buildings which have complex roof structures.
First, we apply the mean-shift clustering algorithm [20] to the DEM (an example is shown in Figure 2(a)). The measure between two roof segments ri and rj takes the form
M (ci , cj ) =

dz (ci , cj )
,
min(hi , hj )

dz (ci , cj ) =

X

~e · ~z,

(8)

~
e∈~
pij

where ci , cj are centers of roof ri and rj , ~
pij the shortest path from ci to cj in the mesh structure, ~z in the
vertical direction. This measurement indicates that higher roof segments within small vertical distance
are more likely to be merged. Then the segmentation is performed using normalized cut [24]. The roof
segments in 2D are extracted by now. Figure 2(c) shows the 2D object map consolidation result.
Segmentation propagation. After 2D roofs are extracted (Figure 2(c)), 3D objects are extracted
using a constrained flood algorithm. Starting from the lowest roof, each roof segment expands by merging
the lower faces until it meets faces belonging to other patches, other buildings or the ground. Algorithm 1
details the flooding algorithm.
3.4

Building abstraction

At the second stage, building models are abstracted by fitting their footprints with minimal sets of
line segments. We start from the orthographic instance map from Subsection 3.3. The contours of the
instances are extracted using the contour finding algorithm [25], where each contour is a closed loop of
2D points.
Our target is to decompose each contour into several connected structural segments (point lists). Every
point list fits a simple geometric primitive (a line segment in our method). We call such a decomposition
a contour abstraction as it abstracts the shape of the input contour.
All the contours form a set of point lists {x0 , x1 , . . . , xn }. The contour abstraction is formulated as a
labeling problem: Points that belong to the same structural point lists are assigned with the same label.
Unfortunately, the existence of noise severely degrades the local properties of the 2D points (e.g.many
zigzags in contours), making them difficult to recover the correct label. Thus, the pairwise neighboring
points, as well as the global context, need to be taken into consideration. This motivates us to adopt the
CRF framework, a structured probabilistic model, to predict the most probable label.
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Algorithm 1 Building object extraction
1: Input: Faces F , patch label of each face lp (f ),
semantic label of each face ls (f ), height of each face h(f )
Output: Object label of each face lo (f )
2: Initialization: lo (f ) = −1, f ∈ F
3: Extract connected components of roof faces Sr = {ri }.
Compute the height of each roof segment ri .
4: repeat
5:
Extract the lowest roof segment rk from Sr .
6:
Set So = {f |f ∈ rk }, So′ = ∅.
7:
for all face f ∈ So do
8:
Set object label lo (f ) = k;
Insert f into So′ , So′ = So′ ∪ {f };
9:
for all neighboring face n of face f do
10:
if lp (n) = lp (f ) and lo (n) < 0 and ls (n) = roof /f acade then
11:
Set object label lo (n) = k;
Insert n into So′ , So′ = So′ ∪ {n};
12:
end if
13:
end for
14:
So = So′ , So′ = ∅.
15:
end for
16: until Sr = ∅.

The goal of the CRF labeling is to assign every point list xi with a labeling yi , which indicates the
most probable fitted line segment. We use a tuple (~t, η) to describe a line segment, where ~t is the tangent,
and η is the pose parameter (position and length) of the line segment. The label set is composed of a
set of such line segments Ly = {(~t1 , η1 ), (~t2 , η2 ), . . . , (~tM , ηN )}. These line segments are constructed by
quantifying the geometrically best fitted line segments of all point lists, using the DBSCAN [26] method.
Our approach progressively aggregates short point lists into a longer one when they belong to the same
structural segment. Initially, each point list contains a single 2D point. At every iteration, neighboring
point lists that fit identical line segments are merged; and eventually each point list is described by a
unique line segment.
At t-th iteration, the CRF is defined on a patch-based surface representation G(t) = (x(t) , y (t) , C (t) ),
(t)
(t)
where x(t) = {xi } is the set of nodes representing the point list, y (t) = {yi } is the labeling of x(t) , and
(t)
C is the set of cliques. A clique c, which may also be viewed as a hyper-edge of G(t) , contains a set of
point lists that are conditionally dependent on each other.
The CRF energy function takes the following form (the superscript (t) is omitted hereafter when we
discuss each individual iteration):
X
X
X
ψij (yi , yj ) +
ψR (yc ),
(9)
E=
φi (yi ) +
xi ∈S

xj ∈N (xi )

c∈C

where the unary potential φi measures the orientation coherence of xi to the label yi , the pairwise potential
ψij encodes the domain discontinuity constraints at the intersection of xi and xj , and the higher-order
potential ψR imposes regularity priors to enforce a regular and clean decomposition. The potentials are
further elaborated on in the following sections. Parameters involved in the potentials are learned by cross
validation. Since the penalty function is not semi-metric, αβ-swap is used for inference.
We assign the optimal labels to y by minimizing the energy function. When neighboring point lists
are assigned to the same label (effectively, the same line segment), they are evaluated for merging by the
area discrepancy measurement
After merging, a new set of point lists x(t+1) is consolidated for the next iteration, and y (t) is used
as the initial labeling of x(t+1) . The list-based representation is simplified after each iteration. Our
abstraction approach is equivalent to a progressive graph reduction. As the graph reduces, the labeling
problem complexity decreases as well.
The first two lower-order potentials of the energy function, which incorporate local geometric properties,
are defined in this subsection.
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Unary potential. Structural segments (point lists) are mostly simple by design, for construction
purposes. Therefore a structural segment can be well described by a line segment in 2D. The unary
potential measures how likely a point list xi can be approximated by a line segment (~ti , ηi ) (associated
with the label yi ). The term provides a per-segment measure of how probable a label is for a point list
xi in the observed data and is given by
φi = D(xi , yi ).

(10)

We define D for a point list xi = {pki } as the difference between the existing line segment (~ti , ηi ) corresponding to label yi in the label set. The difference is given by
X
D(xi , yi ) =
d(pk , ~ti , ηi ),
(11)
pk
i ∈{xi }

where d(·) denotes the distance function.
Pairwise potential. The pairwise potential provides a measure of the difference between two neighboring point lists xi and xj with label yi and yj respectively. Let li = (~ti , ηi ) and lj = (~tj , ηj ) be the two
corresponding line segments of label yi and yj . The pairwise potential imposes the smoothness between
the neighboring point list xi and xj , while allowing strong bends at the adjacency, and is given by
ψij = D(xi , xj ) ∗ δ(yi , yj ),
δ(yi , yj ) =

(

1,

yi = yj ,

β,

yi 6= yj ,

(12)
(13)

where β is a large number (10 in implementation). To compute the D(·), we first fit points {pk |pk ∈
xi or pk ∈ yj } to a new line segment lij . Then, we compute the discrepancy between the new line segment
lij and the original two line segments li and lj , and it is given by
Z
Z
d(∆p , lij ).
(14)
d(∆p , lij ) +
D(xi , xj ) =
∆p ∈li

∆p ∈lj

Higher-order regularity potential. The labeling of a clique (a set of point lists that are conditionally dependent on each other) is regarded regular when it conforms to a frequent labeling pattern, and the
pattern is called a regularity. We first discuss the finding of the regularities using subgraph isomorphism, and then we propose a higher-order potential to encode the regularities constraints as priors, which
eventually improves the segmentation quality. Our proposed regularity-constrained potential encourages
every clique to take a sufficiently frequent labeling pattern.
(
0,
if yc is regular ,
ψR (yc ) =
ψc (yc ), otherwise,
The higher-order potential encodes the regularities we just discovered. These regularities are far more
expressive priors than local geometric properties, on which conventional polygon fitting approaches rely.
Meanwhile, higher-order potentials allow multiple interactions among point lists to be captured. The
inter-relations between the point lists can disambiguate the unreliable local cues, and lead to a far more
accurate partition.
The regularity potentially takes the form of the P n Potts model [27]:
(
0,
if yc = R(xc ),
ψc (yc ) =
(15)
h θα
θp |c| , otherwise,
P
where |c| =
i∈c (1yi 6=R(xi ) ) measures the number of mismatches between yc and the labeling of the
closest regularity, θph and θα are the parameters of the P n Potts model.
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(b)
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(f)

Figure 3 (Color online) Adaptive window sizes. (a) Normalized height map. In the red region, the height features loose
representative characteristics in the global scale. (b) Relative altitude map with a small sized window. Since the height
feature is almost uniform in surface terrain (in green), the disparity of relative altitude features will be amplified, which
introduce a lot of noise. (c) Relative altitude map with a large window size. The over-smoothing problem as in (a) is still not
solved. (d) Relative altitude map with a set of multiple sized windows. The noises introduced by the sized uniform window
are not eliminated. (e) Relative altitude map with adaptive window size. We find that both the feature over-smoothing
problem and noise introduction problem are well handled. (f) Patch segmentation map, which indicates that large patches
ought to be provided with a large sized window to cover the relatively local features.

4

Implementation and experiments

Our three-stage urban recognition system is implemented with C++ and test it on a PC with Intel Corei7 3.10 GHz and 16 GB RAM. Quasi-dense structure from motion [28] is used to estimate the poses of the
input images and the dense points. Poisson surface reconstruction [29] is used to reconstruct the initial
meshes. Finally, we apply the method [30] for the texture mapping. To implement our line proposal and
building scaffolding algorithm, we take the advantage of OpenCV and CGAL to do image processing and
mesh manipulation.
Adaptive feature scale selection. The labeling accuracy is very sensitive to the scale variance of
features. For example, when computing the relative altitude features, the window size of surrounding
region severely affects the feature potential. As shown in Figure 3, the global scale in (a) often neglects
small local differentials, as does the large scale in (c), while the small scale (b) often introduces spurious
noise. Even multi-scale techniques cannot solve the noise introduction problem as shown in (e). We
propose an adaptive window size selection scheme where the window sizes depend on the segment sizes
in their surrounding regions. At each iteration, we compute the window size Wi for each segment si in
S
the form Wi = | sj ∈Ns (si ) Ri |, where Ri is the bounding box of segment si .
Evaluation for semantic segmentation. We evaluate the proposed method on multi-view aerial
images and reconstructed surface using the stereo-based method [28], including three datasets, “Stadium”,
“Toulouse” and “CityA”. More details about the data used in our experiment are described in Table 1.
For evaluation, we manually label 1/64 of the 3D data based on the patch segmentation. In terms of the
ground truth data for quantitative evaluation, we uniformly sampled 1000 images from the input dataset
and manually labeled them, as well as points in the 3D data associated with their projections in these
selected images.
We compare our method with previous work [21, 31–33]. Because other joint segmentation methods
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Description of the datasea)

#Images

Image size

LI

VT

TR

TE

Stadium

363 k

100

702 × 468

2 min

8 min

15 min

12 min

Toulouse

9296 k

2091

702 × 468

10 min

2.5 h

42 min

3h

CityA

8550 k

36380

920 × 614

10 min

2.2 h

39 min

15 h

a) #Points: the number of 3D points; #Images: the number of images; LI: total time of labeling initialization; VT:
total time of validating training samples; note that 1000 selected images covering the corresponding area are used for the
validation. TR: total time of training the CRF model; TE: total time of testing all the images in the dataset.

Roof
Figure 4

(a)

Road

Tree

Water

Facade

(Color online) Joint semantic segmentation result of “Toulouse” dataset.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5 (Color online) Comparison. (a) Image segmentation; (b) image segmentation using mesh feature; (c) projection
of mesh segmentation; (d) joint segmentation.

have different projection correspondences from ours, we separately compare our algorithm with the image
segmentation [21, 33] and 3D segmentation method [31, 32]. Refs. [21, 33] are trained with annotated
images and applied to image segmentation, with the same parameters as that in [21, 33]. The work
proposed by [31, 32] are trained with annotated point cloud and applied to point cloud segmentation),
with the parameters of [31] well tuned on the dataset used in our experiment. Figure 4 shows the
joint semantic segmentation result of “Toulouse” dataset. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the joint
parsing method with image segmentation, image segmentation with 3D features and the projection of 3D
segmentation. We find that the joint parsing method can enforce label consistency between 2D and 3D,
as well as reserve the image discontinuities.
Large-scale building segmentation. Building instance segmentation is performed on tiles of models,
which can cause segmentation inconsistency across the tiles. We handle the inconsistency by merging
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(a)

(d)

(e)
(b)

(f)

(c)
(g)

Figure 6 (Color online) Building instance contour abstraction. (a) Input instances. (b)Abstract instances. (c) Discrepancy between (a) and (b). (d) Close-up of input instance’s contour. (e) Clustered contour points using DBSCAN
algorithm [26]. Points of the same colors belong to same clusters. We find that the clustering result is noisy and redundant.
(f) Labeled contour points. Compared with (e), the number of point clusters are reduced. (d) Abstract contours. Points
with the same label are fitted to a line segments.
Table 2
Dataset

Area (km2 )

#F (input)

Building instance abstraction statisticsa)
#F (abstract)

CR (%)

#Instances

Avg #line

Precision

Recall

SF

6

746012

50472

6.77

893

9

0.947

0.897

CityA

50

8550173

508259

5.94

13014

5

0.948

0.888

a) “Area” denotes the covering area of the models in the world space. “#F” denotes the number of facets. “CR” denotes
compressed ratio. “#Instance” denotes the number of extracted instances. “Avg #line” denotes the average number of line
segments in an instance. “Precision” and “Recall” are for the abstraction to input data.

Figure 7 (Color online) Abstraction result of “SF” data. The top row shows the input model, which is noisy. The bottom
view shows the abstraction result.

buildings which lie on boundaries using the same algorithm in Subsection 3.3.
Building abstraction. Figure 6 shows our abstraction result compared with the result from a clustering method [26]. It demonstrates that our method removes noise and gets a more compress result due
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to imposing the higher order potential. We perform our algorithm in two large-scale datasets, “SF” and
“CityA”. The input and output statistics are shown in Table 2. It shows that the abstraction algorithm
reduces the face number to about 6%, and still remains a fitting precision of about 95%. Figure 7 shows
the input model and abstraction of the “SF” dataset.

5

Conclusion

We have proposed a robust three-stage urban recognition approach that is able to deal with large scale
urban reconstructed models which may be highly noisy and incomplete. Our first stage exploit the
multi-view consistency to impose labeling consistency between 2D images and 3D mesh by integrating
the constraints in a CRF model. Then we recognize and segment urban models at the instance level
by utilizing a normalized-cut based method, which partition the instances in the orthographic view in
balance. Finally, we introduced an algorithm of abstracting building models. The structural abstraction
not only takes the photometric and geometric information into account, but also unveils and investigates
the relations between structural segments into further regularize the results. One of the key innovations
of this algorithm is that we encode the contextual information of the urban scene structure in the higherorder CRF formation. Solving this optimization offers us with superior results over the state-of-the-art
related approaches.
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